
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

As a financial representative, you are required to demonstrate your knowledge and 

ability by passing FINRA licensing exams. Achievable is here to help you pass these 

exams quickly and efficiently, using modern technology to empower your learning.


WHAT YOU GET WITH ACHIEVABLE

Each Achievable FINRA course contains:

An easy-to-understand online textbook

Thousands of chapter review questions

Full length, realistic practice exams

Study from anywhere on any device

Pass guaranteed or your money back

Plus, our advanced adaptive learning system will optimize your studying for the best results. More on Page 2.

LEARN FROM THE BEST

Our content was written exclusively for Achievable by acclaimed FINRA

instructor Brandon Rith. With 19 years of finance-related experience and 15

years of licensing expertise, Brandon has helped over 3,500 learners

successfully pass FINRA/NASAA exams while working for Fidelity, where he

earned 8X Fidelity Excellence In Action awards for licensing facilitation and

100% top-box (7/7) facilitation rating from 2016-2018.

I have been very impressed so far after reading

through the materials and videos. The content is


easy to follow and it really does make me feel like

this could be “achievable”


~ Jennifer, JP Morgan Chase & Co. ~

The material I have read so far is very good 
compared to other well known companies. It’s 

clear, concise and seems to focus perfectly on the 
necessary information rather than bogging you 

down with too much.

~ Gregg, Independent Advisor ~

The Achievable SIE exam study curriculum is very 
helpful. Each section is easy to ready and take 

notes on, and not filled with super technical 
language that is hard to decipher.


~ Connor, Merrill Lynch ~

Visit https://achievable.me/enroll/sapneil-tutoring/Enroll now
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COURSE LIST

Security Industry Essentials (SIE) $99

Series 6 $129

Series 7 $199

Series 63 $79

Series 65 $199

Series 66 $199

Bundle: SIE + Series 7 $249

Bundle: All courses (promo) $339 

Course access is valid for a year from purchase date.

Enroll at https://achievable.me/enroll/sapneil-tutoring/

STUDYING WITH ACHIEVABLE

1. Get a breakdown of content in Exam Overview

2. Track your progress using the Content and Memory charts on 

     your dashboard

3. Tap Next to launch textbook content and any tutorials provided

4. At the end of the content page, take the quiz.

5. Review what you've learned. Repeat the sequence and let

    Achievable take it from here.

6. Take full length Practice exams once all of your progress

    charts are full

7. Ace the exam!

IMPROVING YOUR MEMORY

RETENTION

What makes Achievable special is

something called adaptive learning. As

you study with Achievable, the system

learns about you and personalizes the

study program to your strengths and

weaknesses. We then optimize for your

memory retention by scheduling your

reviews at the optimal time.
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Spaced review

Completing your reviews daily gives

you the maximum memory benefit.

PRO TIP!

HAVE QUESTIONS? WE’RE HERE TO HELP

- Post content questions on our forum https://talk.achievable.me - we reply quickly
- Need immediate assistance? Text or call Achievable’s support line: 415-831-7733
- Anything else? Contact your Achievable-affiliated representative:

E: contact@sapneiltutoring.com  |  P: 888.509.1067
Sapneil Parikh - Founder, Sapneil Tutoring
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